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I know you all have been anticipating Coach Koll’s weekly update, but this week I have been granted the great honor of speaking on
behalf of what happened in New York City against Columbia. First off before we even get into the match breakdown, the logistical
genius of our staff really came into play when Mother Nature decided to dump two feet of snow into Ithaca this past weekend. There’s
really nothing like driving 25 mph down a highway that can really test a man’s patience. Thankfully, we prevailed through all the
adversity and everyone was able to get home safe. I hope none of you were digging your car out of the snow Sunday morning and
were much more fortunate than I was. Luckily I own a Prius and they are built for this kind of terrain.

125 – Vito once again showed he is a contender to win a national title this year as a freshman. His ability to change direction and
speed are second to none. Every week he continues to get better and more comfortable at the weight.

133 – Chas received a forfeit

141 – We gave Yianni the weekend off so Noah Baughman stepped in at a weight I never really thought I would see him at in his
lifetime. I have to imagine that bumping up two weight classes the guys seem a little stronger and bigger. Noah did a great job by
getting to some really nice leg attacks and fighting the whole match but the size difference was too much to handle.

149 – Furnas did a nice job by beating a solid opponent. Furnas is incredibly strong and has a great left sided high crotch. He needs
to continue to work on finishing leg attacks and controlling the hand fight more. Both things I feel will be fixed and easily adjustable.

157 – Adam Santoro always had great potential and he put that on display this past weekend by almost majoring a guy that has been
in and out of the top 20 national ranking polls. I feel Adam is really starting to settle in and get the confidence that he can compete with
some of the best guys in the country. It’s exhilarating to watch Adam have some success given he is such a wonderful young man off
the mat.

165 – Jake Brindley stepped in after making weight for 157. The weight cut seemed to effect Jake wrestling up against a strong
opponent. Jake is gifted athletically but needs to continue to work hard on finishing leg attacks. Jake is a great kid and I have high
expectations of him going forward into the future.

174 – Similar to Brindley, Andy Berreyesa made weight for 165 and had to bump to 174 since Brandon Womack was battling the flu.
Andy did a great job on his feet in the first period by getting two takedowns and dominating the hand fight but ended up losing the
match because of mat wrestling. His biggest improvements will be his ability to get off bottom against anyone and not give up any
turns.

184 – Max dominated his opponent and looked great. My days as being the “Alpha Dean”, are limited and continue to lessen, as Max
continues to improve. He is zero fun to wrestle in the room and I’m probably going to have to undergo extensive neck surgery after his
career is over. His biggest improvements will be to stay in good position on his feet and not give up any cheap takedowns.

197 – When Ben Honis walks onto the mat, people probably question if that is a human or a cyborg. Ben is such a freak athlete and
his improvement is daily. Ben dominated his opponent in every position before pinning him. I honestly believe Ben Honis could
compete for an NCAA title and I really have enjoyed watching him grow into the wrestler that he is over the years.

285 – Sweany controlled every aspect of the match in all positions. His opponent never threatened him and even got close to scoring
a point. Sweany is finally getting into mid-season form with his endurance and he keeps me in decent shape by allowing me the great
honor to be his lifting partner. Also, if any of you are looking for a great barber, Sweany is the guy you have been missing. He is now
the team barber and taking over the Ithaca market demand for haircuts.  

I hope you enjoyed my first post-match update and you all are safe and warm during this weather. If you need a driveway shoveling
service, give me a call (607) 889-8547.  I'm big, dumb and free!

Thanks Gabe for the help! It's great to be able to let someone else write the update for a change, although I did add a little to the
ending.  Mike Grey and I went recruiting in PA and NJ on Friday evening and Saturday morning with the intention of meeting the team
at Columbia. Due to the road conditions NY and PA roads were closed to commercial vehicles, (this included buses). Instead of
meeting the team we rented vans and met the team at the NJ border. From there we were able to get them home on the same
evening. Had we not done this they would not have gotten home until Monday morning. Not that anyone noticed us missing! 

All the best, Rob
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